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21) Angel of Mercy (Linkage) ** T-5.10a, 295 m
An eight-pitch linkage that was put together by the author following a major rockfall
event severely affecting climber safety and the climb Missionary’s Crack in 2009.
The resulting rock carnage removed the entire fourth pitch on Missionary’s Crack
and damaged much of the first three pitches and continues to have extreme
danger from rockfall. This recommended option allows climbers to still experience
some great climbing on the upper portion of this heritage route including the
original crux while experiencing some modern elements. A more evenly graded
mid-level climbing experience is maintained which still takes in the stiff climbing
in the upper chimney on Missionary’s Crack and avoids the significant rockfall
hazard found on the lower half of the route. To complete this linkage, take the
first two pitches on the route Broken Wing starting up onto the third pitch before
working rightward onto the third pitch of Jazz Beat of the Nun’s Groove. Climbing
this route for three pitches to rejoin Missionary’s Crack at the top of its fifth pitch.
Then complete this wild odyssey taking the final three pitches on the original
Missionary’s Crack. The resulting combination of pitches is a very good option
that encompass both Old and New School methodologies, the best of both these
worlds, enjoy!
See the topo drawing for Angel of Mercy on opposite.
Gear: Bring a Standard Yam Rack, some extra larger cams are useful with several
extendable slings.
To start: This linkage starts up as for Windy Slabs and Easy Street but climbs up
a line of bolts on the wall (Broken Wing) to the right of the starting pillar for these
easier routes. Climb up a corner/groove for a few metres to a bolt on the right wall.
Continue directly up the right hand wall past several more bolts.
P1: 5.10a, 30 m. Climb the line of bolts up the steep wall using good in-cut
holds past eight bolts to reach a crack with a semi-detached flake on the right.
Climb the crack for a short distance to reach a nice ledge to bolt belay.
P2: 5.9, 30 m. Climb up a step of solid gray rock directly above the belay,
moving past a bolt onto a scree ledge. Cross this ledge to reach a gray slabby
headwall. Steady face climbing past five bolts to reach the major traverse
ledge (pitch 3 of Unnamed). Move up onto a step to reach a ring bolt belay
above a large flat spot. These first two pitches can be combined if double rope
techniques are used.
P3: 5.8, 45 m. Climb directly above the belay on superb gray rock for
approximately 6 m. At the second bolt, take the series of flakes out right to
a low point on a ramping ledge that steepens into a corner dihedral. Travel
up and rightward in the corner to a flat spot at the highest point (piton) and
arrange a gear belay above this good ledge.
P4: 5.9, 45 m. From the belay step down traversing out 3 m right from the
belay, travel past some large loose blocks to a corner. Climb this corner
feature (the right side of The Toe Pinnacle) until even with the ledge traversing
the backside of this formation (piton). Chimney up above a committing to the
right hand wall working up and right to hanging bolted belay.
P5: 5.10a, 50 m. Traverse up and rightward on good quality gray rock past
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two spaciously placed bolts to reach a fixed piton (at this point Rejection of the
Faith climbs a bolted line up gold/yellow pillar cutting through this traverse).
Continue right past a bolt (crux), traversing rightward past a suspect piton over
into the corner of Missionary’s Crack to reach a ring bolt belay (top of pitch 5 on
Missionary’s Crack).
P6: 5.10a, 45 m. Climb the steep corner and face directly above the belay with
a few intermittent jams to reach the chimney crack above. An awkward move to
get established in the upper off-width corner/crack, sustained climbing up the
corner (piton) to reach a bolted belay. Note: There is a possible mid-pitch belay
option using a small ledge on top a pedestal at roughly 20 m, this option may
save the leader enough bigger cams to finish more safely on this longer pitch.
P7: 5.8, 30 m. Climb the corner for 10 m until a break on the left (Caution:
Often missed), traverse 3 m left into a groove corner ramp move up to the base
of where the obvious corner/chimney leans leftward forming a belay from gear.
Alternatively: Stay in the initial corner climbing up to the top of a small pinnacle
to belay off ring bolts. See the topos pages 66 and page 81 for the Upper Wall
detail topo for these two options.
P8: 5.6, 20 m. If the first original option on P7 was selected, climb the easy left
leaning corner to an exit slot. If the second option was selected to the top of the
pinnacle, avoid the bolted pitch above (5.11c) and down climb the left side of
the pinnacle (5.7) for 3-4 m moving left to then take the same easy left leaning
corner to the top forming a gear belay at the backside.

22) Pony Express *** M-5.10a or 5.10b, 205 m

Andy Genereux, June 2003, (Rope Solo)
Andy Genereux & Jeff Marshall, July 2003, (Left Hand Variation Finish)
This climb follows excellent rock up a gray rib located just left of the Unnamed
chimney. It is an excellent moderate climb. There are two separate finishes for the
last pitch. The left hand variation is harder going at 5.10b and has a more traditional
flavor while the right hand version graded 5.9 is a modern mixed bolted pitch which
is normally taken. A power drill was utilized ground-up to establish the route in four
hours via the right hand finish. This resulted in 5 new pitches of climbing in the
Modern Mixed Traditional style using a speedy rope soloing technique. Genereux
returning a few weeks later adding the left hand variation finish with Jeff Marshall
after completing The Toe which was the last route Jeff needed in order to complete
his quest to climb all of the so called Kallen 34 routes on the mountain. Andy’s dog
Baylie was the Pony providing transport for bolts and the spare battery to the base of
the mountain during the first ascent and shares credit in the naming and completion
of the route.
Gear: Although bolts extensively protect the route, climbers still require a range of
protection. Bring a lighter rack, several long runners, medium wires, a single set of
cams micro - 4”.
Note: The first pitch requires double 3.5” cams for adequate protection. The leader
still requires traditional leading skills on all pitches.
To start: Locate a small left facing corner found 5 m right of the Windy Slabs start
and 35 m left of the start of Unnamed easy starting corner. A recommended more
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